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Pronix Portable Pressure Car Washer with 1 Year
Warranty Less Water Usage 1800W PNX100

Specifications
Brand - Pronix
Type - High Pressure Car Washer
Model No. - PNX100
Warranty - 1 Year Warranty
Power - 1800 W
Voltage - 220 - 240 V
Pressure - 150 Bar
Water Flow - 7 L / Min
Water Range - 7 - 8 Meter
Hose Length - 5 Meters
Auto Cut Off - Yes
Motor - Stable Induction Motor
Nozzle - Pressure Controllable
Machine Dimensions - 38 (L) x 16 (W) x 24.5 (H) cm
Package Dimensions - 43 (L) x 23 (W) x 40 (H) cm
Weight - 7.6 Kg

Descriptions

Pronix PNX100 is a high-pressure car washer designed for effective cleaning. With a power of
1800 W and a voltage range of 220-240 V, this washer delivers ample power to tackle tough dirt
and grime on your vehicle. It operates at a pressure of 150 bar and has a water flow rate of 7 liters
per minute, ensuring efficient cleaning performance.

Equipped with an auto cut-off feature, the PNX100 automatically shuts off the motor when the
trigger is released. This helps conserve energy and prolong the lifespan of the car washer. The
stable induction motor ensures reliability and durability, even during prolonged use.

The pressure-controllable nozzle allows you to adjust the water pressure according to your
needs. Whether you're removing stubborn dirt or cleaning delicate surfaces, you can easily
customize the water pressure for optimal results.

Weighing 7.6 kg, the PNX100 is relatively lightweight and easy to handle. It offers a water range of
7-8 meters, providing flexibility during cleaning without the need for frequent movement of the
washer.
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ACCESSORIES

Powerful 1800 W motor for effective cleaning
Operates at a pressure of 150 bar, tackling tough dirt and grime.
Water flow rate of 7 liters per minute for efficient cleaning
Auto cut-off feature conserves energy and prolongs motor lifespan.
Stable induction motor ensures reliability and durability.
Pressure-controllable nozzle for customized water pressure
Lightweight design weighing 7.6 kg, easy to maneuver.
Water range of 7-8 meters provides flexibility during cleaning.


